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In a previous paper the authors defined an information generating fwction for giving Kapur's 
entropy of order a and type ,9 for a given distribution P. In the present paper they deduce the 
correspondinggenerating function for the r-power distribution per' obtained from P. The 
generating function is specialized to the cases of R6nyi's and Shannon's entropies. Entropy of 
I Z-'fr) is also obtained for some special distributions P. 
t Information generating functions are useful in obtaining the entropy for a given 
probability distribution. However, if the generating function is known, i t  can be inverted 
uniquely to give the corresponding probability distribution. Golombl and Sharma2 have 
worked on information generating functions which give respectively Shannon's8 and 
R6nyi's4 entropy. In a previous paper Mathur & Kashyap5, we gave a generalised infor- 
mation generating function from which Kapur's entropy of order cr and type @ can be 
found out for a given distribution P. I n  bhe present paper we give a further generalisation 
of the generating function which gives Kapur's entropy for the r-power7 distribution P(') 
when the distribution P is known. The generating function is specialised for the cases of 
R6nyi's and Shannon's entropies. We append some examples in which the entropies of the - 
distribution P(r) are calculated coxresponding to the cams when P is one of the standard 
distributions, e.g. the uniform, the geometric, the exponential, the Gamma and the normal 
distributions. Finally, i t  is observed that the r-power distributions corresponding to the 
Gamma and the normal distributions are themselves 'Gamma and normal distributions 
b, respectively with their parameters modified. The same result holds for the exponential 
/-distribution as a ptirticular case of the Gamma distribution. 
C E N E R A L I S E D  G E N E R A T I N G  F U N C T I O N  
Let 
be a probability distribution complete or incomplete, and 
be the r-power distribution obtained from it  where 
p; = pi'/zp; 
! The authors6 have earlier defined the generaked information generating function for P as 
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from which we obtained , 
B 1 
= H (P) = - log 
U=O a 1-a ZPP 
where Hap (P) is Kapur's entropy of order a and type 8. In the above and sub- _ 
sequently '3' stands for summation over i= 1 to N and natural logarithms are used, so 
that the entropies are in natural units. 
From (1) we have the generating function for the distribution fir) as 
If t h s  value of r satisfies the inequality 
Zpir 1, then Pz = . 
a probability distribution and we may write 
Ma, f i  (per) ; W) = (Bpir Y' Ma, B (P , u) (4) 
whence using (2) we have for the entropy of P(') 
Hap (P(3) = HUB (P) + 1 0 ~ 2 ~ ~  
OF H,B (P('1) = Hap (P) - H,B (Q:) 
-* 
(W ' 
i 
Remccrlc I : It may be observed that (5) is a generalisation of a similar result of Kapw?,. 
concerning the generalised Shannon entropy, viz. - 
Remark 2 : In case P is a continuous distribution the above equations (1) through 
(5) may be modified by changing Pi to the density function p (x) and summation to 
integration with respect to x. In  this case the modified form of (5) will give a genersliaa- 
tion of the continuous analogue of Kapur's result. 
Examples 
Uniform Distribution : Here we have \ 
Pence i t  can be seen that 
which is independent of a and 8. 80 in this ~ s s e  the entropy Ha@ (P )  independent, 
of a and 8. Also the r-power distribution P:') will be the same as P for all r. 
Geometric DistrWkwa t Here 
p i=BJS*$ ' f  q = f ,  i =  0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  .. , 
- Rzpmtmtial Distdndion : Here 
p ( x ) = h r k ,  A > O ,  xt. [0,  oo] 
L. 
( yr;-- ;YIfl-.) Ma,h (P"'; u) = -- 
We now proceed to consider the particular simpler cases of the above. 
G E N E R A T I N G  F U N C T I O N S  F O R  B E N P I ' S  E N T R O P Y  
2 
T (a) For sn incomplete distribution, setting p = 1 in (I) ,  (4), (B), we have % 
> 
Ma 1 (P(" ; U )  = (cp{)U Ma 1 (P ;u) Ss) 
i Ha (Per)) Ha (P)  - H a  ( cp i r )  (9) 
(b) In case P is a complete distribution, (7) becomes 
Mu (P  ; u) = (2pia)aI(1-a) , 
which is the generating function given by Sharma2. 
4 
Using (lo),  (8) and (9) mn be written 
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G E N E R A T I N G  F U N C T I O N S  F O R  SHANNON'S E N T R O P Y  
. e 
I m p l e t e  D&1%'tnSth 
Letting a + 1 in (7), (8)  and (9), we have - 
lim [ - u z ~ i l ~ g ~ i  ] M (P.; cc) = ,&.Ma (P; 4 = exp 
z p i  , (13) 
\ " M (P:') ; u) = (Zp,')" M (P  ; a )  (14) 
H (P(')) = H (P)  - H (L'pi') (16) 
Complete Distribution 
Equations (13) td (15) can be specialised for the case when P is is a complete distri- 
bution as before.   ow ever in this case the generating function given by Golombl, vie. 
T (u) = Zpiu (36) 
is much simpler, from which 
d 
- - T (u) I = - Zpi log pi = H ( P )  , du u= 1 (17) 
I 
where H ( P )  is Shannon's entropy. F r h  (16) and (17) we havq the generating function and 
entropy for the r-power distribution P(*). itt3 
d H 0) = log T(r j  - r &,log T (r) 
We wilT now give the generating function discussed under Complete Distribution and ' 
the entropy for the r-power distributions corresponding to some standard distributions. - 
\\Gamma D&tribu2ion : Here we have 
Hence ~ u - - l ~ ~ - u k - i  r (d-u+ 1) T (u)  = 
. i [ r ( k )  I" 
d 
a ( P ) = - - ~ ( u ) )  du U= 1 =k-logA+logF(k)-(k-l)Y(k) 
where the function Y (k)  is defined by Ed&lyi@ 
- u" - 1 (hr)u- 1 I' (ukr - ur -+ 1) Tr (a )  = n [I' (rk-r + I)]" . . 
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Exponential Distributbn : For k = 1, Gamma distribution reduces to exponential , 
distribution; therefore the corresponding T  (u), T, (u) and entropies caffbe obtained from 
Gamma distribution as a particular case. 
Normal Distribution : Here 
Tr (u) = u J 
d / H ( P ( ~ ) ) = - - T , ( u )  I = 1 / 2 = l / 2 l o g r + 1 / 2 1 o g ( 2 n o 2 )  dac u = l  \ 
From a comparison of T (u) and Tr (u) obtained above we observe : 
r' 
Remark 1 : The r-power distribution corresponding to the Gamma distribution is an- ' .: 
other Gamma distribution with the parameters k and X replaced by Icr -r+ 1 and c\r 
respectively. Considering the case k = 1, we see that the r-power distribution of the t , 
esponential distribution is exponential with X replaced by Xr. 1 
!. Remark 2 : The r-power distribution corresponding to the normal distribution with 
variance u2 is a normal distribution with variance $/r. 
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